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This wild horse looking across the vista appears to be wondering the same thing that 
continually crossed our minds during this three day journey and previous journeys on these 

legally designated wild horse and burro lands …  
“Where have all the wild ones gone”? 
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Introduction  

Although a very few were seen, the best way to describe our three days on the Herd 

Management Areas (HMAs) is “mile after mile and hour after hour with no wild horses or 

burros”. 

 

During this three day ground survey there were two experienced wildlife observers with 

binoculars and long-distance camera lens searching for wild horses and burros and other 

wildlife in the Twin Peaks, New Ravendale, Buckhorn and Coppersmith Wild Horse and Burro 

Herd Management Areas (HMAs).  

We traveled approximately 160 miles over 3 days and 17 hours in the herd management areas.  

We drove slowly with many stops along with some limited off-road hiking and we constantly 

looked for signs of wild horses and wild burros.  A total of 23 wild horses and 18 wild burros 

were observed. We identified only 1 horse foal, 3 burro foals and 2 yearling horses. All 

observed horses and burros and range conditions appeared to be in excellent health (see 

photos). 

During the survey there were times that only a short distance could be seen due to canyon 

walls but for the majority of the survey a distance of more than a mile in all directions could be 
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seen and often a distance of many miles were observable with binoculars.  This allows us to 

estimate that approximately 18% of the Twin Peaks HMA, 25% of the New Ravendale HMA, 

20% of the Buckhorn HMA and 26% of the Coppersmith HMA were visually observed and 

although we recognize this method of estimation is a rough estimate, it is worth consideration.  

What was most obvious was that most of the Wild Horse and Burro legal Herd Management 

areas visited were almost completely void of any wild horses and burros.   

Map of Public Land Roads Traveled 
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Thursday 10/24/2013 

Twin Peaks HMA: 55 miles 4 hours on/adjoining HMA 

- Sand Pass and Smoke Creek Roads 

Although we saw very few signs of any wild horses or burros in this area (trailing, tracks or 

manure) and no wild horses, we did see ten burros on the edge of the Dry Valley Area of the 

HMA; nine adults and one foal. 

 

Wild Burro Family on East Side of Twin Peaks HMA (above) Twin Peaks HMA (below) 
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On Smoke Creek Ranch, a private ranch within the HMA, hundreds of cattle were seen in the 

most luscious area within the boundaries of the Twin Peaks HMA. When visiting these HMAs, it 

is very clear that even within the boundaries of the legal wild horse and burro areas, it is the 

private ranchers that own and have fenced off the best land and many water sources for their 

private commercial use; fencing out the wild horses and burros.  

 

Above and Below Photos show private cattle as far as the eye could see. 
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Friday 10/25/2013 

A total of 72 miles 8 ½  hours on four HMAs*.   

(* Although time and mileage was documented and a map available, HMA boundaries are 

poorly marked thus some mileage and hours “on” HMAs had to be estimated and/or rounded.  

Also of note, some roads traverse and/or overlap the boundaries of HMAs – allowing visual 

observation of HMA) 

Twin Peaks HMA: 24 miles 4 hours 

- Rye Patch Road 5 miles 2 hours 

 

Magic and Hope 

Two family groups traveling together.  One family is Magic, our treasured son of the great Twin 

Peaks stallion BraveHeart who was captured in 2010 and Magic’s faithful mare Hope.  The other 

family consists of a bay stallion, charcoal colored mare, their yearling and their new foal … and 

a burro!  Although having been spotted earlier this year – safe and sound - these two families 

had been missing after the Rush fire raced through their home area last summer.  It was an 
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inspirational moment to see them safe after having escaped the massive 2010 capture and the 

uncontrolled Rush wild fire - the white/appy stallion again lived up to his name, “Magic”.  

 

We call this family group (above) “the little Spanish Family” having first found them last year 

near Spanish Springs.  Magic and Hope with the little Spanish Family (below). 
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At least two wild bachelor bay colored stallions, Curly and Shiny, who were known to live in this 

area, have still not been seen since the Rush fire last year – although both horse and cattle 

skeletons have been found during our assessments, the BLM says even after days and days of 

their off-road inspection, they have no information about any wild horses and burros killed by 

the fire.  Nobody who knows anything about the area or the multitude of cattle guards, barbed 

wire fences and cross-fences and the intensity of the fire or the burned cattle believes the 

BLM’s story.  We still hope to someday find Curly and Shiny. 

 

Livestock manure in the off-limits livestock trespass area of Twin Peaks. 

There were cattle tracks and cattle manure in this and other areas that are off-limits to all 

livestock – these are trespass livestock and the livestock owners are in federal violation of the 

rancher’s grazing permit but this appears to be “overlooked” by the BLM and ignored by the 

livestock permittees.  This past summer at least ten individual cases of livestock trespass were 

documented on Twin Peaks and Buckhorn HMA and reported to the BLM – so far no violation 

fines or permit cancellations are known to have been enforced by BLM. 
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New Ravendale HMA: 21 miles 2 hours 

- Horse Lake Road and unmarked side road near Fleming Springs. 

 

We found no signs of any wild horses on the New Ravendale HMA but there were many cattle 

tracks that appeared to be from recent trailing of cattle.  The Swickard family (one of the largest 

ranching families in the entire area) has the grazing permit for this area - 437 cattle on this 

allotment and yet the AML for the wild horses is only 25.  Reportedly, here is how the rancher 

felt about the wild horses on their legal land back in 2008: “Rancher may shut off access to the 

waters that the horses use in that [New Ravendale] HMA.”  

http://www.saveourwildhorse.com/PDF/Herd-Stat/MT-Stat/Montana/NWHBAB_PryorMtUpdate_6-30-

08.pdf   

There are some mysteries surrounding this Herd Management Area (HMA) including: 2005 BLM 

herd stats say the HMA is 14,896 total acres but in later years BLM reports the HMA acreage is 

equal to the original Herd Area (HA) acreage of 64,565 acres.  Also per the BLM herd stats they 

gathered the population down to 23 horses in 2004 but the 2007 herd stats say the population 

shot up to 49 and then the 2008 herd stats say the population jumped up to 80 wild horses.  

The 2009 gather schedule said they planned on capturing 110 and removing 97 wild horses but 

the population was only 88! Also, the 2010 Twin Peaks EA states a population of 17 on the New 

http://www.saveourwildhorse.com/PDF/Herd-Stat/MT-Stat/Montana/NWHBAB_PryorMtUpdate_6-30-08.pdf
http://www.saveourwildhorse.com/PDF/Herd-Stat/MT-Stat/Montana/NWHBAB_PryorMtUpdate_6-30-08.pdf
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Ravendale HMA and an Appropriate Management Level (AML) of 10-25 but other statements 

say there is no AML and it is yet to be determined.  Per BLM 2013 herd stats the population is 

now 29.  In addition, I can find no gather information, I can find no EA information for the 

capture in 2004 or 2009 and I can find no information about changing the New Ravendale wild 

horse legal land from a Herd Area to a Herd Management Area and changing the acre amount. 

Most noteworthy and disturbing in this area were the thousands of juniper trees that had been 

destroyed by BLM’s “encroachment” program (sometimes done on private land also – paid for 

through government “grants”).  Take a look at this area on google earth and you will see miles 

and miles of denuded juniper hillsides.   

 

Per the map there is some private land but the majority is public land and it is being devastated 

by these massive clear-cut removals.  Although BLM and USFS and livestock ranchers will say 

otherwise, Juniper trees are a succession species that grow slowly and naturally in high desert 

ecosystems and are very beneficial for the land through their ability to stop erosion, provide 

shelter and forage for wild animals and transpire moisture throughout the year.  However the 

livestock community wants them eradicated in order to provide more grassland for grazing and 

BLM is accommodating this on a large scale – at the sacrifice of the health of our public land.  
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Juniper tree burn piles (above) 

- Buckhorn Byway 12 miles 1 ½ hours Twin Peaks HMA 

Three wild horses were seen on the edge of the HMA near Marr Road.  The paint seemed to be 

old but the little black stallion was feisty! (below) 
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Traveling along the Byway, cattle tracks and manure were abundant – these would be more 

illegal trespass livestock since this burn area is off limits to all livestock but it is apparent that 

the law is being ignored by the ranchers and the BLM.   

Although in a few spots there was wild horse manure, indicating that there were wild horses 

living in the area, in most of this region there was none, validating that the wild horse 

population is minimal. 

We found Round Corral Reservoir, Pilgrim Lake and Burnt Lake  were dry, as is usually the case 

in the late summer, but remarkably the wild horses obviously have “hidden” springs that are 

still flowing.  Many of these can be seen on google earth. 

 

Round Corral Reservoir – Twin Peaks HMA 

 

Buckhorn HMA: 12 miles 1 ½  hours 

- Buckhorn Backcountry Byway and Road 12 (Duck Flat Rd) 
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We had a great surprise as we entered the Buckhorn HMA.  A magnificent paint stallion that we 

had seen before appeared in a sage brush field near the road.  He has been named “Apache 

Warrior” by some of his admirers – and being one of the most striking and willing photographic 

subjects, visitors often see him and take photos.  Notice the perfect, naturally-trimmed hooves 

on this wild horse. 
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About nine miles further we found another band of five wild horses grazing on a plateau.  This 

group of five appeared to be two families traveling together; one grey stallion with a bay mare 

and one white stallion with a brown mare and a black yearling. (below) 
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A few miles further we saw another small family consisting of one white/grey and two bays.  All 

of these wild ones looked very full-bodied and healthy – an especially good sign with winter 

coming on. (below) 

 

 

Coppersmith HMA: 15 miles 1 hour  

- Tuledad Canyon Rd. (Rd. 13 / Rd. 512) 

This area had very few signs of horses and no wild horses were to be found.  Cattle were seen 

on some of the small private lands within the HMA and signs of cattle were observed along the 

road.  Also witnessed were more Juniper clear-cuts on public land. 

- Dodge Reservoir Rd. (Rd. 506) 7 miles ½ hour Twin Peaks HMA 

As darkness came upon us five horses appeared near the road but they ran off snorting when 

we stopped to try to get photos but although it was too dark for photos … their silhouettes 

along the ridge were stunning.   
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Saturday 10/26/2013 

 

Twin Peaks HMA: 33 miles 4 ½  hours 

- Smoke Creek Road and Skedaddle Road 

 

 

 

This above photo shows the steep cliff that many horses were chased down during the 2010 

BLM capture.  Here is the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Q2UDay-oK4   

… and now there are none … 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Q2UDay-oK4
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Miles and miles and hours and hours without any sign of tracks or manure or our wild horses 

and burros on their legal land. (above and below) 
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This part of the journey was very bleak, as far as wildlife goes.  There was forage and there 

appeared to be a few pockets of water in the canyons but very few tracks or manure piles were 

found.  This area is known as the Skedaddle part of Twin Peaks where hundreds of wild horses 

were captured in 2010 and where before the roundup many bands could be spotted – now 

blaringly devoid of any wild horses.  Many miles of open land could be seen in all directions and 

even with numerous stops to look with binoculars … they were not there.   

Toward the south end of Twin Peaks we finally did see a group of seven burros.  Five of them 

were adult and two were foals.  Most burros on Twin Peaks are dark brown but in this group we 

saw one very light colored – sometimes referred to as a “pink” burro (above). 
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Miscellaneous Observations 

As noticed on two previous trips this year, the lack of any signs of animals trailing in the Rush 

Fire burn area was very notable.  In past years, animal trailing (trails of animals through the 

grass) was very noticeable but with the removal of livestock in the burn area and with very few 

wild horses and burros still on the HMAs, this trailing is now missing.  Other obvious clues to 

the number and location of animals on the HMAs were, with the exception of a few areas, the 

conspicuous lack of horse and burro tracks and manure including areas surrounding water 

sources where normally wild horse and burro tracks can be identified if there is a substantial 

population.  

Other animals we observed: coyote, golden eagle, crows/ravens, wild hare, cottontail rabbit, a 

few larks and song birds, a few herds of deer, small herds of prong-horn antelope, a kangaroo 

mouse and a few ground squirrels but no pygmy rabbits nor sage grouse were seen. 

Met a rancher in the north Twin Peaks area who said he had gotten a call from BLM that he had 

trespass cattle that needed to be removed.  The rancher said he could not find them but that 

he had found another rancher’s trespass cattle.  All livestock in the burn area of Twin Peaks and 

Buckhorn HMAs were by law, to be removed for two years but in addition to these two 

violators, ten other cases of trespass livestock had been reported to BLM this past summer but 

apparently neither the ranchers nor the BLM are willing to follow the rules. 

Talked with a hunter in the Skedaddle area who said he had hunted Chucker in that area for 

years but that he would not be coming back because there were none of these birds left there 

now because of last year’s huge Rush fire.  We were not the only people that see that it is 

apparent by the lack of wildlife that the uncontrolled Rush fire had caused great devastation to 

the ecosystem. 

More information: 

Twin Peaks 2011  Masters Thesis by Jesica Johnston:  http://csus-

dspace.calstate.edu/handle/10211.9/1492 

2012 Rush Fire Report:  http://rtfitchauthor.com/2012/10/08/twin-peaks-rush-creek-wild-fire-

report-where-are-all-the-wild-horses-and-burros/ 

Twin Peaks May 2013 Report: http://rtfitchauthor.com/2013/05/31/citizen-report-wild-horses-

notably-absent-from-california-herd-area-after-blm-roundup-and-fire/ 

Twin Peaks August 2013 Report: http://rtfitchauthor.com/2013/08/28/exclusive-wild-horse-

and-wild-burro-good-news-and-bad-news-from-twin-peaks-hma/ 

http://csus-dspace.calstate.edu/handle/10211.9/1492
http://csus-dspace.calstate.edu/handle/10211.9/1492
http://rtfitchauthor.com/2012/10/08/twin-peaks-rush-creek-wild-fire-report-where-are-all-the-wild-horses-and-burros/
http://rtfitchauthor.com/2012/10/08/twin-peaks-rush-creek-wild-fire-report-where-are-all-the-wild-horses-and-burros/
http://rtfitchauthor.com/2013/05/31/citizen-report-wild-horses-notably-absent-from-california-herd-area-after-blm-roundup-and-fire/
http://rtfitchauthor.com/2013/05/31/citizen-report-wild-horses-notably-absent-from-california-herd-area-after-blm-roundup-and-fire/
http://rtfitchauthor.com/2013/08/28/exclusive-wild-horse-and-wild-burro-good-news-and-bad-news-from-twin-peaks-hma/
http://rtfitchauthor.com/2013/08/28/exclusive-wild-horse-and-wild-burro-good-news-and-bad-news-from-twin-peaks-hma/
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Summary 

In our three days of observation the BLM’s continually used term “excess wild horses and 

burros” was on our minds as we traveled numerous miles most of which had no wild horses or 

burros or even signs of wild horses and burros.  Although they have no substantiating evidence, 

the recent BLM aerial survey claims to have counted 1684 wild horses and burros on these 

HMAs.  They are not there.  This public land is set aside by Congress principally for wild horses 

and burros … but there are very few remaining after the massive capture of 2010. 

 

Below are some photos of BLM’s “excess” wild horses and burros on their legally designated 

land … beautiful but EMPTY. 
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Conclusion 
 

So … where are our wild horses and burros? 

We found them…  

at the Litchfield California and Palomino Valley Nevada BLM WH&B holding facilities. 

 
 
Photos of BLM's Litchfield (near Susanville, CA) and Palomino Valley (near Reno, NV) wild horse 
and wild burro holding facilities.  
 

 
 

Litchfield BLM Wild Horse and Burro Holding Facility (above) 
 

BLM’s Litchfield holding facility near Susanville, California appeared to be less than half full – 
thus about 400-500 wild horses and burros are still standing in this "feedlot" situation while just 
“over the hill” the legally designated wild horse and burro land is almost empty.   Wrong – very 
wrong. 
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Palomino Valley BLM Wild Horse and Burro Holding Facility (above) 
 
BLM’s Palomino Valley holding facility near Reno, Nevada appeared to have about 2,000 wild 
horses standing in their feed lot corrals.  They are being fed … but that’s it.  They have no 
shelter and no family and some stood way off in the corners by themselves – obvious to the 
observer to be depressed to the point of giving up.  There are magnificent horses of all colors 
and sizes and ages in these “horse prisons” and “sad” does not even come close to expressing 
the feelings a person has when seeing them … injustice is a more appropriate word. 
 
Per the 1971 Congressional Act, the land is to be devoted principally but not exclusively to the 
wild horses and wild burros welfare in keeping with the multiple-use management concept of 
public lands.   Definition of “principally”: First, highest, foremost in importance, rank, worth or 
degree, chief, mainly, largely, chiefly, especially, particularly, mostly, primarily, above all, 
predominantly, in the main, for the most part, first and foremost. 
 
There are no “excess” wild horses and burros on their legally designated land.  The American 
people are being deceived by our government agencies that are mandated by Congressional 
Law to protect these animals.  The wild horses and burros already have a place to live and it is 
not in government corrals.    These animals and this land do NOT belong to the government … 
the wild horses and burros and the lands belong to you and me.   


